Safer Electro Play
I don’t claim to have ‘answers’ to the ‘best’ place(s) to put electrodes nor do I ‘know’ the best settings to
use for each electro stim product! I’ve worked as an electronic technician for over 22 years, I also trained as
an electrician and have earned a living as an electrical contractor. So much for disclaimers & credentials!
Years ago I ‘borrowed’ my brother’s train transformer for some ‘exciting’ electro play. Thanks to GOOD
LUCK, I am still alive! At the end of this presentation, time permitting, I’ll tell you the ‘rest of the story’.
An electrical engineer degree is not needed to engage in safe electro stim. It is prudent to know basic
principles of electricity, ESPECIALLY when someone’s life may be at risk. Electricity is NOT random NOR
capricious. Electricity is consistent and predictable! I can tell you what to expect if / when someone connects
a fully charged 12 volt automobile battery to a 12’ length of number 12 size copper wire, or to a 300 ohm two
watt resistor, or to a 60 watt 120 V light bulb! Conversely, if you ask what will happen when the same battery
is connected to any two places on a body, I could NOT tell you what to ‘expect’, beyond ‘OUCH’ and probably
some profanity. Any answer I gave could be slightly ‘wrong’ or even ‘DEAD WRONG’!

ELECTRICAL TERMS
(nice to know or useful if you need to consume/occupy some of your finite brain capacity)

1. Voltage is the force or pressure pushing electrons in a circuit. Visualize a garden hose connected to a fire
hydrant where the water pressure is 15 lbs./sq. inch. Should the same size and same length hose be
connected to a hydrant whose water pressure is 45 lbs./sq. inch, water will shoot further from the hose
connected to the 45 lbs./sq. inch source. In electricity the ‘pressure’ is expressed as ‘VOLTS’. Voltages
under 1 volt are expressed as millivolts or 1/1,000 of a volt (10-3) so 300 millivolts = .03 volt. Smaller
voltages are expressed in microvolts or 1/1,000,000 of a volt (10-6).
2. Current is the amount of energy available to do/perform work! The greater the current the more work that
can be done. Imagine two hoses, one a ½” garden hose the other a 4” fire hose both connected to the
same fire hydrant. The 4” hose will allow more water to flow through! Given the same pressure (voltage)
larger wires like larger hoses allow more electricity to flow. Current is expressed as ‘AMPS’. Electro stim
involves very small currents i.e. milli or even micro amps. Currents under 1 amp are expressed as milliamps 1/1,000 or (10-3 ) so 300 milliamps = .3 AMP. Smaller currents are expressed in microamps =
1/1,000,000 of an amp (10-6).
3. Resistance is the opposition to the flow of electrons in a conductor. For all practical purposes metals such
as iron, copper, gold, nichrome, etc. have fixed resistances based on the material's cross section (size)
and it’s temperature. When the 4” and ½” hoses are made of the same materials and pressure is equal,
the 4” hose allows more water to flow (less resistance). Resistance is expressed in Ohms. In the world
of electro stim, resistance values near / under 1 ohm are unusual so nomenclature is irrelevant.
Would you believe the above information is
all you need to know? If you do, I have some
real cheap prime ocean front property for sale in
Arizona. Human cells, unlike electrical
conductors, DO NOT HAVE constant resistance.

‘GIVENS’ apply to everything Electrical
1. There MUST BE a SOURCE! A battery, a
building’s electrical outlet(s), a generator, etc.
2. Electricity must have one or more
CONDUCTOR(s) (paths) that enable current to
flow from and back to the SOURCE before it can
produce pleasure or pain, do work, and/or do any
harm.
3. Along with a SOURCE and one or more
CONDUCTORS, a COMPLETE CIRCUIT is
required.
Before electrical energy can flow, do any
work, or create sensations (pleasurable or
otherwise) it must have a SOURCE. There also
must be one (or more) CONDUCTOR(s) or paths
on which the electricity can travel. The path(s)
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MUST be continuous (uninterrupted) from the source
and back to the source forming a COMPLETE
CIRCUIT. Never assume that if there is no complete
circuit, ‘there is no danger’. THAT, could be FATAL!
Materials with low resistance make good
conductors (allow electricity to flow). Examples
include copper, nickle, gold, silver, aluminum etc.
Substances that impede or resist the flow of
electrical energy are called resistors. Examples
include nichrome, lead, carbon, etc. The metals’
resistance is also related to it’s size (cross section).
Some metals when formed in small/thin profiles have
suficient resistance to be used as a resistor or a
conductor.
Substances with extremely high resistance are
called insulators. Examples include rubber, glass,
ceramic, and plastic.
Some materials offer high resistance under
specific conditions but, under other conditions they
become conductors. Dry wood ‘normally’ is an
insulator, but when wet, it can be a conductor. Air
‘normally’ is an insulator. When air is moist and/or
ionized, it can become a conductor! Dry skin
‘normally’ has high resistance. But, when skin is
covered with perspiration which contains sodium
chloride a metal salt it then becomes a better conductor. Normally pure water is an insulator but, if enough salt
is dissolved in it, water becomes a conductor.
Knowing which materials are always insulators and which materials under some conditions become
conductors is essential when doing electro stim! A room’s walls and floors, furniture, and our kink equipment
may be insulators or conductors. ‘Knowing’ is IMPORTANT! it may save a life. Not ‘knowing’ may cost a life!
We must, to be safe, evaluate what we and others are doing, using, touching and/or may touch!

Our Body’s Electrical Landscape
I mentioned earlier, cells do not have fixed resistance. Skin cells for instance, normally exhibit high
resistance. Other cell layers have lower resistance. Some cells have extremely low (almost no) resistance!
Being familiar with the resistance of cells and the conditions under which our cells’ resistance may change
is the second most important thing we can learn.
Our skin protects our bodies. Electro stim involves
our skin and our whole body!
Normally, healthy skin is dry and has a high
resistance. If it weren’t for our skin’s high
resistance, devices such as car batteries,
appliances powered by our electrical system, and
unexpected contact with many voltage sources
would be more dangerous and more frequently
fatal!
Electro stim devices usually are ‘connected’
via our skin. As long as our skin is dry, free of
abrasions, and open sores/injuries, our skin’s high
resistance protects us. You ask, ‘protect us from
what?’ When current flows through a living cell(s),
cells can be burned/damaged or even killed. PLUS
electricity can travel in unintended paths!
Electricity ALWAYS follows the path(s) of
least resistance in both complex electronic circuits
and through cells (skin, flesh, nerve cells, and/or
muscle).
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When a bag of marbles is poured on a sloped
surface they are free to roll downhill to and
between the chutes. As many marbles as possible
will fill each chute just as more electrons flow in
the path of least resistance/most conductive path.
The right chute represents our skin. It has a
high resistance (normally) so only a limited number
of electrons can flow at any moment in time. Cells
just below our skin are depicted by the middle
column where resistance is lower thus more
electrons can (will) flow. The cells which make up
our flesh, muscles, organs etc. are much better
conductors (lower resistance). Also cells below
our skin touch each other in 3 dimensions not just
2 as is the case with skin cells. Thus there are
MANY more possible paths for current to flow in.
No matter what the maximum/total available
current may be, the largest portion(s) will follow the
path (or paths) of lowest (if equal) resistance.
Some current will flow in every conductive path.
The amount of current is inversely proportional to the resistance of each path. i.e. the higher the resistance the
smaller the current conversely the lower the resistance the higher the current.
For example, say we have 5 possible current paths with a total resistance of 25 ohms, we apply 1 V to the
circuit resulting in a total current of 1.4499 Amp. Give 2 of the paths equal resistance, of say 2 ohms resulting
in .3448 Amp for each of these paths. Assign path 3 a resistance of 5 ohms then .1379 Amp. would flow through
it. Make the 4th and 5th paths 8 ohms each so they would carry .0862 Amp each. 68.96% of the total current
flows through paths 1 & 2 while only 13.79% flows in path three. Paths four and five only carry 8.62% each. Later
you will see why this dull, uninteresting, maybe even boring math info is (can be) CRITICAL!
Before ANY current can flow a COMPLETE circuit must exist. The greatest current will always follow the
path(s) of lowest resistance. Thus when two electrodes are placed reasonably close together at or below the
waist, it is unlikely there would be a lower resistance path from either electrode going up the torso, across or
through the heart, then back down to the other electrode. The further apart the electrodes are placed, the greater
the potential for unintended current paths (which could go ANYWHERE in the body)!
If you use battery powered devices only, you might skip the next section so long as you nor anyone you are
touching or may touch NEVER contacts a lamp, a motorized table/chair, a vibrator or anything else plugged into
an AC receptacle! If there is even a remote possibility of using or potentially having contact with a grounded
object or a device connected to AC (whether it is on or off), then the following information is IMPORTANT!
You can not ‘conlcude’ that wiring in old buildings is ‘unsafe’! Likewise never conclude wiring in a new
building is ‘safe’! When new structures are wired by a licensed electrician(s) according to the National Electrical
Code, NEC, it should, be ‘safer’ than an older building or a newer one wired by the owner or a ‘friend’. Odds
increase that safety is (should be) a serious concern in older buildings because one or more ‘improvements’ may
have been done improperly. Such ‘improvements’ if/when done wrong, can be DANGEROUS. One word of
CAUTION, too often when a wall outlet/receptacle is replaced, a ‘grounded’ outlet is installed but, it may or may
not be grounded. Some people have no idea how to correctly connect receptacles. If wired backwards the
danger of shock and/or electrocution is multiplied! Watchout for / avoid a receptacle(s) that is (are) different from
all or most others in that room or in the building UNLESS you test it with the tester which I describe later!
Points where one could connect to utility wiring were first
called ‘taps’ (the ‘plug’ had to be screwed into a light socket),
then ‘outlets’ replaced ‘taps’. Outlets are now called
receptacles. The older style(s) (far left) had identical size slots
(for the plug’s two blades). Plugs could be inserted either way,
so there was, and still is if you encounter this style, NO WAY to
know if the plug’s hot and neutral are correctly matched with the
receptacle's hot and neutral or if they are reversed. To
increase safety the NEC (National Electrical Code) began
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requiring polarized receptacles be used in all new structures.
The ‘hot’*1 slot is shorter and narrower than the neutral*2 slot. Polarized receptacles preclude older non polarized
plugs being used (since both blades on older non polarized plugs
are larger than the ‘hot’ slot on polarized receptacles). Polarized
plugs cannot be inserted the wrong way (reversed) plus the older
style non polarized plugs cannot be accidently inserted. The
smaller slot should ALWAYS be connected (wired) to the ‘hot’*1
wire from the fuse box / circuit breaker panel.
To increase electrical safety, the NEC now requires buildings
(homes, offices, etc.)
‘must’ be wired with a third continuous electrical path (ground). A
wire is usually used but, the ‘ground’ can be a metal conduit/
raceway, as long as every section / length of conduit / raceway is
‘bonded’ together to form a continuous circuit). The ‘ground’ serves
as a path for a ‘fault current’ to be routed safely back to the source.
Grounded receptacles can be installed with either the ground hole,
up (above the hot & neutral slots) or down (below the slots). (see
right) Because a plug has a ground blade and it ‘fits’ into a
grounded receptacle, DO NOT ‘ASSUME’ the device itself is
‘grounded’! Non polarized or polarized receptacles often were
replaced with a grounded receptacle even though there was NO
actual ‘ground’ to connect the receptacle to. Whoever ‘replaced’ the
old receptacle may not have bothered/know to ground the
receptacle even if there was a ground wire &/or the box was
grounded or they may have miswired it (reversed) hot & neutral! If
every outlet in the building is a grounded type, one can ‘conclude’ all outlets are grounded. See info on a tester
later.
*1 & 2 In the US, all electrical service is based on a ‘grounded’ neutral system. Starting at the generating plant,
then on to substations, to both pole and ground mounted transformers, on to homes around the US our electrical
system consists of ‘hot’ wires/lines, a ‘neutral’ (or common) wire, and a ‘ground’. These three designations are
sometimes called ‘legs’ (‘hot’ leg, ‘neutral/common’ leg, & ‘ground’ leg). The ‘hot’ is always the supply/source of
power and should come from the fuse or breaker in the service panel. The ‘neutral’ (or common) is fastened to the
neutral/common electrode in the fuse/breaker panel. And the ‘ground’ is fastened to the grounding electrode as
well as being ‘bonded’ (connected) ONLY at the fuse/breaker panel to the neutral terminal/bar. In the US
electrical system power is produced / generated in three ‘phases’. Generators have three windings on their
rotating armature and three windings on their field (stationary part that surrounds the armature). All three
windings or phases have one end or leg connected in common (together) which is called the ‘common’ or ‘neutral’
since it is the point of 0 voltage between all three phases/windings) it is also connected (bonded) to ‘ground’.

Safety devices make electro stim safer / less risky
Here are some things you can do to make electro play safer / less risky. Sky divers risk smashing into the
earth EVERY time they jump. Scuba divers risk drowning every time they dive. Mountain climbers risk breaking
bones at minimum and falling to their death at worst every time they climb. All who enjoy those sports ALWAYS
take certain precautions such as having a backup parachute and inspecting their main chute while on the ground
and <g> BEFORE they jump, they have a diving buddy and a reserve/emergency air supply,
they use ‘proper’ climbing equipment and inspect it prior to ascent. Electro play is no different.
Have a second person who can perform CPR, who knows your safe word if you use one, and
an agreed upon ‘trouble’ sign in case you can’t speak. Avoid electro stim above the waist
unless both of you are experienced! Use extra caution when using AC (wall outlet) operated
devices. If you must use AC power, be sure the outlet is properly wired
Hot & neutral rev.
and use a Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter, GFCI (explained later).
A friend brought her violet wand to one of my presentations. I was
pleasantly surprised that in her violet wand case was a receptacle tester
similar to the one pictured on the right. I asked her if she put it in there.
She said it came with the violet wand. Such devices enable us to test
outlets to be SURE they work and are wired proprely (SAFELY)!
Similar testers are available at most hardware stores, home
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Open hot (no pwr)
Open neutral
Hot & grd. rev.
Open (or no) grd
OK wired correctly

improvement chain stores, and mass marketers such as Target, Sears, K-Mart, & WalMart. Cost is around $5-$9.
Circuit/outlet testers do NOT ‘protect’. They only enable you to check for correct wiring and proper circuit
operation. If the top indicator is lit the wiring is reversed and is potentially DANGEROUS. If the seond indicator is
lit the outlet is off/dead. If the third indicator is lit the ‘hot’ wire is reversed with the ground. This is EXTREMELY
DANGEROUS! If the fourth indicator is lit there is no ‘ground’, be extra careful, and if the bottom is lit all is ‘ok’.
GFIC’s (Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters) increase protection. Code now requires GFIC's or circuits protected
by GFCI breakers in bathrooms, kitchens, laundry rooms, garages, and outdoor recepticles. Don’t count on having
GFCI protection where you ‘play’, purchase your own. DON’T CONFUSE ‘multiple outlet strips’ and/or ‘surge
protection’ devices with GFCIs! MOSs nor SPs protect against shock nor accidental grounding! The outlet strips
have a fuse or circuit breaker that reduces risk of overheating/fire thus they may keep you from being ‘cooked’ /
‘fried’ but, you could be dead all the same! Surge protectors help protect against ‘surges’, voltages above 137 150 V (depending on design), to equipment/devices plugged into the surge suppressor but, voltages as low as 4590 volts can kill you! Unless the package clearly indicates ‘Provides GFCI protection’, don’t ‘think’ it will protect
against shock from faults or accidental grounding. All GFCI’s have to have a ‘TEST’ button!

Portable GFCI outlet

GFCI wall recept.

GFCI wall recept.

GFCI’s shut off (trip/
activate) when there is a current imbalance/differential between the ‘hot’ and neutral
conductor greater than .005 amp (5 milliamp). The principle is that if there is an imbalance of
more than 5 milliamp it may be flowing in an unintended maybe a DANGEROUS path.
GFCI Circuit Brkr
GFCI’s DO NOT prevent shock nor electrocution if current flow on the ‘hot’ and ‘neutral’
conductors is equal. Thus, if you touch a bare ‘hot’ conductor coming from a GFCI with one
hand and touch a bare ‘neutral’ conductor with your other hand, you’ll might DIE since current flow between the
two wires would be equal! GFCI wall receptacles (2 center) and breakers (R) can protect multiple receptacles in
a building. For maximum protection, carry a portable plug in GFCI (above L) with you! They are far more
affordable than hospitals and / or funerals. What is your or your sub’s/bottom’s life worth?
AC devices connected to an ‘Isolation transformer’ are safer because the tranformer’s 120 V AC input
(primary) is ‘isolated’ from the output (secondary). There is NO physical/electrical connection between the primary
and secondary. Isolation transformers are usually more expensive than GFCI's, they are heavy, and like GFCIs,
they do not prevent shock/electrocution if a complete circuit occurs between the two secondary outputs. The
output is still 120 V AC and can kill! They prevent shock/injury/death because their output is ‘isolated’ from the AC
supply. They can be purchased complete with power cord and polarized/grounded outlet etc.

Safety tips
First, the level of sensation for any setting of an electro stim device is directly related to size (surface area) of
the electrodes on our skin. Larger electrodes say 2” X 3” provide a LARGER contact area thus the stimulus/
sensation is distributed. Smaller electrodes say 1” or smaller ‘focus’/concentrate the stimulus/sensation because
the current is more localized/concentrated in one spot. The smaller the contact area/point the stronger the
sensation.
Electro stim causes nerves to fire/trigger, the brain receives the signals and responds, causing muscles to
extend or retract. Be EXTRA CAUTIOUS when restraints are used! Muscles and ligaments can be torn and
bones even broken if a body part is restrained and stimulated. Something must ‘give’. Be sure the person can’t
fall or strike a solid object! Stimulation can cause muscles to produce motion in unintended directions.
Unexpected movement(s) and loss of balance can result.
The risk of unintended discomfort and possible burning can be minimized with a ‘good’ electrical ‘connection’.
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‘Good’ connections are made by contacting a large area and using a conductive gel or moist/fresh electrodes.
‘An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure’! Electro stim can, with planning, precautions, and common
sense, be as enjoyable and ‘safe’ as sky diving, scuba diving, and mountain/rock climbing! ONE IMPORTANT
DIFFERENCE between electro stim and sky diving, scuba diving and mountain/rock climbing, usually you have a
second or two to to consider a solution or one or more option(s) before you get hurt / ‘die’. If you fail to practice
safety while doing electro stim your first mistake can be a last mistake! Yes, CRP can revive the person and
modern medical science can perform ‘miracles’ but, even if no permanent damage/harm is done, mental and
medical costs can be devastating. To be safe, make no contact above the waist, keep electrodes as close
together as practical, if using AC operated devices be sure the building’s wiring and the cord is ‘ok’. Use a GFCI!

Electro Stim Devices, types
There are 3 broad types of stimulation devices: A) Pulsed output: Examples
include TENS and EMS units. Both are usually sold only by prescription. TENS
& EMS units produce (output) plused voltages. When connected to the body,
they stimulate muscles and/or they are used to stimulate nerves, ‘confusing’
them so they misinterpret or minimize pain signals. Lately pulse based devices
have been custom designed and produced exclusively
for erotic/kinky purposes. Safety and keeping risks to
a minimum are important considerations when
considering what to use for electro stim. Used
properly such devices are the safest to use &
experiment with in my opinion. B) High voltage &
high frequency: these devices generate high voltages and they usually operate at high
frequencies (1,000 hz and above). A good
example is the violet wand.
Many people consider/think violet wands are ‘safe’
since the output of/from a violet wand is a very low
current. When a violet wand is turned on and it’s
ISOLATED* tip/probe/contact is ‘charged’ by high
voltage and moved near the body (skin is a
conductor) sparks jump between the device’s
accessory tip/probe and your body. Caution, these
devices especially older designs, can be dangerous / hazardous for a number
of reasons including but, not limited to; each time sparks jump from the violet
wand’s socket to the acceossorie’s metal contact and ionizes the gas in the glass tube/bulb then through the air to
ones body or an object, the spark(s) ionize air creating ozone. Ozone is reactive and may be harmful to human
tissue. The arcing both inside the globe / bulb as well as the arcing between attachment and the skin produces
ultra violet rays (thus the name ‘violet wand’). Just like the arc created by electric arc welders, the ultraviolet light
produced by violet wands is identical to the UV light from the sun. UV rays can cause burns (sunburn), which can
be dangerous to our vision, and they have been associated with increased risks of skin cancer. The violet wand’s
arc produces sensations similar to the static electricty generated during the winter when we walk across a
carpeted floor then touch a grounded metal object, which ‘bites’ us. Violet wands produce high voltage as long as
they are ‘on’. Avoid holding the wand’s arc in one place very long because of potential for arc burns (heat), ozone
reaction, and ultra violet light ‘sun’ burns! Violet wands do not when used properly [SAFELY] present a significant
risk for shock as long as their electrical integrity is not compromised/damaged. Most violet wands are powered
from an outlet/receptacle, so avoid situations where anyone might be or might
become grounded or where other shock hazards exist.
*ISOLATED tip CAUTION:
All violet wands use an ‘isolated tip’. The ‘isolated tip’ is the most important/
critical part every violet wand! It is designed to keep the person at the output end
of a violet wand alive! All too often I’ve heard people say, ‘Oh I found a piece of
metal that ‘fits’ ’. Or, ‘I put aluminum foil around a piece of wooden dowel rod and
fastened.......’, or ‘I simply stuffed some beaded chain in the opening then held it
in place with......’. Carefully examine the picture on the left. There is a metal end
‘cap’ on the L end of each glass tube BUT, the tubes themselves have no metal
inside them! They contain a gas which once ionized conducts / allows a limited
amount of current to flow. The picture on the next page shows a light bulb
adapter which permits using bulbs made for the violet wand as well as any other
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medium base (technical name) lamp can be screwed into the
adapter and used for electro stim. Again just as with the
tubes on the L, this adapter is another carefully designed
accessory. Please do not improvise and try to use a
standard lightbulb socket! The violet wand adapter DOES
NOT have a metal tab/connector in the center of the socket.
The metal shaft at the
bottom of the socket is
ISOLATED from the interior
of the socket. A regular
socket is not isolated.
PLEASE do not use one!
The metal coupling at
the end of the ball chain
accessory (on right) is NOT
a solid/continuous piece of
metal! Do NOT substitute a piece of metal! The left half is electrically isolated from the right half! The ceramic
portion (white) is filled with insulating powder and particles of carbon or metal. The violet wand’s high voltage
easily jumps the gap(s) between conductive particles in the ball chain isolator. High voltage will also jump the gap
between the metal post/shaft below the bulb adapter and a light bulb’s metal contact. Please do not ‘improvise’
nor use homeade tips!

C) Improvised, Homemade, & ‘Modified’: There are an endless variety of devices in this category such as train
transformers, cattle prods, electronic fly swatters, hand crank telephone magnetos, electric fence chargers, radio/
remote control training (shock) collars, connecting output(s) from home stereos to the body, ‘tazers’ used for
personal protection and by law enforcement and a variety of other adapted or homemade devices. Devices in this
group, in my opinion, have the greatest potential for risk / danger. I base my conclusion on the fact that few, if
any of these devices, were designed for or intended to be used for ‘e-stim’ let alone on the human body. They
can produce far more current than is safe (current, not voltage, burns/kills). Few, if any, of the AC powered
devices are properly ‘isolated’. Most of these devices do NOT produce sensations the average person would
describe as or consider erotic! My advice, especially for those with little to no experience, is only use devices
intended for use on the human body. Only the most knowledgeable, skilled, and well trained electro stim
aficionados should adapt and/or use devices such as animal training products, stereo equipment, telephone
equipment, train transformers, electric fence units, etc. In general, it is safer to use devices powered by a battery
(ies) such as TENS units. The amount of power available from a battery is limited (still enough to kill). Insulation
and isolation on AC powered units can fail. Even if something fails in a battery powered device and/or if you
touch a grounded object / surface, you have a much better
chance of continuing to enjoy life!

Connecting Stim Devices
You just got TENs or a commercial estim unit. How, where,
why do you connect it? How includes commercially available
products to improvised methods ranging from aluminum foil to
wire! Commercial (medical & kink) products offer the greatest
flexibility. Usually the medical/theraputic electrodes are less
expensive than ‘estim’ products. Many companies make/sell
‘unique’ vaginal, penile, and anal plugs/dildos out of metal or
made with conductive strips/contacts. Self adhesive electrodes
come in ‘one time disposible’ and ‘reuseable’ styles. There are
many sizes and shapes with a variety of connection methods.
(on R) Sharing electrodes is not a good idea. You can keep
electrodes used on you, usually they can be reused several
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times.
The way electrodes are connected to their lead wires and the way lead wires
are connected to stim
devices is so varied
there is no practical way
to list nor show all of
them. The most
common are prewired
electrodes (small white
wires see R) which
interconnect with / to the lead wire (black & red wires) from the device. Another
style allows a lead wire’s pin end to be plugged directly into the electrode. (below L
& R) An older style has a snap (similar to snaps used on jackets) which mates to
the opposite cap. (see lower R)
In addition to these commercial styles, ‘estimers’ can purchase a variety of devices
from primitive to eleborate. Many improvise using aluminum foil, bare solid/
stranded wire, a various metal objects from metal wrist watch bands to the wire cork/top retainers used on some
wine and champagne bottles. Methods of connecting electrode
cables to devices is as varied as are options for connecting the wires
to electrodes. Three examples are shown below. None are
interchangeable but, adapters can be purchased or custom made.
The left picture shows a mini phone plug and a mini coaxial plug.
Both coaxial plugs are 2 pole (2 conductors). The right hand picture
shows two individual jacks called ‘banana jacks) each is a single
conductor so two are needed for a complete circuit. Where; one
connects or does NOT connect an estim device or touches a body with an estim device should be based on two
variables. The first is SAFETY! Carefully think about where you will place electrodes / or touch the body, the
distance between the electrodes / points where you touch the body, what the source of stim is (pulsed, AC
powered, home made, etc.), maximum available current, and risk for unintended movement/injury. Second, what
effect do you seek/intend? Erotic? Mind ‘fuck’? Testing limits through discomfort? Emphasizing helplessness?
Consensual torture? Any, each, all of these variables enters into your decision about ‘where’. Why; need/want an
excuse to ‘punish’ your sub/bottom for not performing a task, say drawing a detailed picture / writing a legible
letter? Connect the electrodes on his/her forearm so you can make his/her muscles respond to your control
<weg>. Want to enhance erotic fun? Place the electrodes on or near the vagina or penis/testicles then watch her/
his facial expressions and body movements. Love doing consensual role play? If you do, then an intense
interrogation scene complete with electro torture may be for you. It is NOT necessary to cause pain in order to
convince your (consenting) ‘victim’ that you are capable of inflicting intense discomfort/pain!

Dangers/Risks (medical & electrical)
As mentioned previously electro stim carries an element of danger/risk just like sky diving, scuba diving, and
mountain/rock climbing. To maximize safety, don’t estim by yourself, use devices intended for estim, know if your
sub/bottom/slave has any medical conditions that might be aggravated or triggered by electro stim. Since many
bottoms/submissives are afraid that admitting any type or form of anything even close to a
‘medical problem’ that top/Dom/
Domme will be willing to do electro
stim. Clearly greater caution should
be exercised if someone has a
medical, especially a heart problem
but, there is no reason cautious
estim below the waist can’t be
experiemented with. If you don’t
believe or agree with any of the preceeding info PLEASE if nothing else avoid trying/doing
what too many pictures ‘depict’ or heaven forbid actually show being done!
On the L single wires are connected to each nipple. I don’t care how many people say
they’ve done this numerous times without harm, this can be, therefore IS UNSAFE!
Potential for current flow near/through the heart is simply too great to justify such activity,
pleasureable or not! The upper R picture shows ‘bi polar’ electrodes. The lower R picture
shows one set of electrodes on the torso’s left and another set on the R. The upper &
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lower electrode on each side, not L side to R side form separate circuits! Both people in photos on R are counting
on isolation between ‘channels’ to protect them.

Emergencies
Is a phone handy? If not, find a cordless/corded phone and keep it handy! Know CPR. Don’t wait/hesitate to
call 911 the call can always be canceled! This is the end so be well and be SAFE!

Safer Electro Stim
I don’t have the ‘answers’ to the ‘best’ places to put electrodes nor do I ‘know’ the best settings to use with/
for every electro stim product! I have been an electronic technician for over 22 years and I was trained as an
electrician and I have worked as an electrical contractor. So much for disclaimers & credentials!
Why do I ‘know’ so much? 40+ years ago I ‘borrowed’ my brother’s train transformers for some ‘electro
play’. Thanks ONLY to LUCK, I am still alive! Time permiting at the end I’ll tell you the ‘rest of the story’.

Checking your Knowledge
The SOLE purpose of these questions is to stimulate your thinking and discussion!

1. Battery operated devices are the ONLY ‘safe’ electro stim devices.
2. An AC powered device is ‘safe’ as long as it is plugged into/connected to a grounded outlet.
3. It is ‘unsafe’ to engage in/do electro stim if touching a metal object or any water.
4. TENS units will ‘kill’ if connected anywhere above one’s waist.
5. Violet wands are safe so it/they can be used anywhere under any conditions.
6. AC powered devices with non polarized PLUGs on the cord when plugged into ungrounded
receptacles are as safe as plugging it (same device) into a grounded OUTLET.
7. ‘Surge protection’ devices make electro play safer.
8. The resistance of dry skin is lower (allows more electric current to flow) than moist skin.
9. Connecting an electro stim device’s electrode/clip to a metal body piercing is ‘ok’.
10. Devices that use a 9 volt battery can be made safer by using a 6 volt battery.
11. Metal chairs, bed frames, tables etc. are usually ‘grounded’, therefore they are unsafe.
12. AC powered devices are ‘more dangerous’ than devices powered by a 9 volt battery because
they are powered by/from a higher voltage with more current available.
13. Electro play is never (cannot be) ‘100% SAFE’.
14. Connecting 1 electrode below one’s waist while connecting the other electrode below a second
person’s waist is, ‘safe’, even if they touch each other, because there is no ‘complete circuit’.
15. TENS are always ‘safe’ no matter where they are used because their outputs are ‘isolated’.
16. A hand cranked telephone magneto is safe because when cranking stops the electricity stops.
17. If a person’s heart is in perfect shape electro play is NOT risky.
18. An electrode in a person’s urethra or vagina will encounter lower resistance than if the electrode
is touching dry skin.
19. Electrode size influences the level/strength of the sensation i.e. bigger equals less sensation..
20. Devices plugged into a grounded outlet, are ‘safe’ even if the person is touching a ‘ground’.
21. Cuts, sores, skin abrasions, & metal in one’s flesh should be avoided when doing electro play.
22. Current will always follow the path of least resistance so even if electrodes are place under the
breast as long as they are close together, this situation is (would be) ‘safe’?
23. GFCI’s (Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters) do not need to be grounded to function properly.
24. The output voltage of electro stim devices is never higher than their battery supply’s voltage.
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